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The 17th edition of Red Bull Romaniacs – also called ‘Vertical Madness’ – was held from 27 to 31 October and it 
couldn’t have been more spectacular!

Mitas-supported rider Sandra Gómez Cantero achieved a historic milestone as she became the first female 
competitor to finish the Gold Class at the Red Bull Romaniacs. Words can’t express how happy we are; we are 
so proud of Sandra and her remarkable accomplishment!

Young Suff Sella finished the race in 12th place, which is a great result for a 17-year-old rider.

Unfortunately, Paul Bolton and Pol Tarres weren’t able to attend the race due to injury.
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Sandra Gomez Cantero finished the Gold Class at the Red Bull Romaniacs

The countdown to Dakar 2021 is officially on

The 43rd edition of the Dakar, the World’s 
toughest rally, will be held in Saudi Arabia 
from 3 to 15 January. HRH Prince Khalid 
Bin Sultan Al Faisal officially announced 
the countdown on 15 October by saying: 
“The countdown to #Dakar 2021 is on!”

Mitas-supported rider Simon Marčič 
is in intense preparation for this iconic 
race. Check out how his training at 
Villadoms Rally Station in Spain looks like.   

 Watch the video!

We are very sad that Patricio Cabrera 
won’t be able to join the 2021 Dakar due 
to the COVID-19 restrictions.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9svNHryusU0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.mitas-moto.com/en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9svNHryusU0&feature=youtu.be
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When Simon Marčič is not training for the Dakar, he enjoys riding the Grossglockner Alpine Road while also 
admiring its stunning views. Check out why Mitas TOURING FORCE is the tyre you have been looking for. 

 Watch the video!

Riding the Grossglockner Alpine Road with Mitas TOURING FORCE

Follow us on Facebook, 
Instagram and Youtube
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